
MODULE TWO:

Working with the Breath 
+ the Body 

+ Types of Breathing 
+ Preparing the Body 
+ Moving Meditation 
+ Mudras + Gestures 
+ Mantras + Chanting
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“I am never alone wherever I am. 
The air itself supplies me with a 
century of love. When I breathe in, 
I am breathing in the laughter, 
tears, victories, passions, thoughts, 
memories, existence, joys, 
moments, and the hues of the 
sunlight on many tones of skin; I 
am breathing in the same air that 
was exhaled by many before me. 
The air that bore them life. And so 
how can I ever say that I am 
alone?” -C. Joybell



The Air We Breathe
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In yoga, the breath is called Pranayama; Prada meaning life force and 
yama meaning expansion.


It revitalizes you, resets your mind, body, and spirit, and calms your being. 
And clearly it is the key point of meditation!


No matter what the physical, mental, or emotional limitations may be, 
everyone has access to breath.


So how do we breathe exactly? 

Diaphragmatic breathing is our natural mode of breath. On every inhale the 
diaphragm muscle minimizes the space in the abdominal cavity. This is why the 
belly pushes out with the inhale and also called “belly breath”. The benefits 
are providing the body with sufficient oxygen, expelling carbon dioxide, relaxing 
the mind and body, and improving circulation.


Exercise - Inhale deeply and try pulling in the belly… what happens when you do? 
How is it counter-intuitive?


Unfortunately, many people don’t take advantage of what our lungs have 
available for us and are not taking full breaths, creating more work for the body. 
This kind of breathing is called costal or chest breathing, characterized by an 
outward, upward movement of the chest wall and the individual is missing the 
lower part of the lungs where most the ventilation we need is accessible. 


While this breath can be useful for exercise or energy mediations, it should be 
brief. Continuously breathing into the chest creates instability and anxiety.


Individuals with cases such as asthma are shallow breathers, known as 
clavicular breathing. This is when we don’t inhale lower than the clavicle/collar 
bone.  


Intentional breath work and deep meditation can help alleviate the types of 
subpar breathing.
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GO WITHIN:

How does meditation enhance diaphragm breathing? 

Name a specific situation where costal breathing could 
be beneficial. 

What would you suggest for someone with constant 
shortness of breath?
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Preparing the Body for Meditation

While the breath is all you need for meditation, if you can find a way to 
condition the physical body to be in a comfortable and relaxed state, it’s 
easier to go deeper. into your experience


By preparing the body for meditation, the student will likely be able to work 
out any physical kinks or tightness, be more aware of their physical vessel, 
and avoid extended tension such as back pain or awkward hip alignment.


When short on time, the quickest way to move into alignment is to take a 
few deep breathes and close the eyes, scanning the body to assess what it 
needs most before dropping into the meditation.


Other ways to prepare the body:

 Stretching

 Yoga Class

 Massage 

 Acupuncture

 Taking a bath or float deprivation

 Eat lightly and avoid caffeine prior

 Wash dishes, fold laundry or other chores mindfully

 Creating a quiet, non-distractive space


Moving meditation is also a way to prepare your student(s) for sitting.  
Essentially, this is a shift of consciousness while doing physical activity. It is 
a way of calming the mind and creating awareness and provides a path to 
stress reduction and self contemplation. It can also be the meditation in and 
of itself!


 Shake out the body 

 Go on a hike or nature walk

 Walk curiously throughout the room in silence

 Dancing or choreographed movements
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How to Sit

Traditional meditation sits are lotus pose (cross legged with each foot on top 
of thigh) or easy pose, a simplified cross legged seat. If sitting on the floor, 
elevated hips and lots of cushions or blankets on a flat, supportive surface help 
to align the body for the best seated comfort.


There is also rock pose, which is sitting on the heels, pressing on to the 
buttock while keeping a straight spine.  You can place a blanket or cushion in 
between the shins for extra support and leverage.


One may also sit with the legs stretched out in front and a cushion or blanket 
underneath to support the sit bones.


Alternatively, a person may sit on a chair with feet flat on the earth, noting that 
legs are not crossed here.  They may find their own creative variation, just allow 
time for them to situate and settle in before you begin the practice.


The shoulders should be dropped back, the chest open and slightly forward, 
the tailbone will tuck back allowing the hips to open up.


The neck slightly juts forward while the jaw is relaxed and the lips are slightly 
parted.  Hands are on top of the thighs with palms open.


Keep the spine straight. Allow the students to use the breath to help create a 
strong yet relaxed alignment.


Exercise: Adjust yourself into a meditation pose with the breath held.  Notice your 
posture alignment.  Now do it again with deep breathing as you move into your 
seat.  What differences did you note in the end result of each pose? 

What happens if the foot falls asleep? 
We’ve all been there! This is a result of too much pressure being applied to a 
certain point of our body. A simple shift in legs can alleviate this. If it’s 
continuing to go numb, the student may want to move into a different pose 
such as rock or stretching out their legs. Eventually they can go back to the 
original pose.
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 What’s your ideal way to prepare your body for 
practice? Describe in detail. Then share with the 
Facebook group!

GO WITHIN:



Talk to the Hand: Mudras
A mudra is a symbolic physical gesture or symbol used as a energetic seal of 
authenticity and connection.

 

It is also considered a pose (just like a yoga movement or meditation posture).  


Most mudras are performed with the hands and fingers in combination with 
movements of the wrists, elbows, and shoulders; some involve the entire body 
and facial expressions. Hundreds of mudras from spiritual traditions of Buddhism, 
Sikhs, and Hindu are used to assist in meditation and/or healing.


They are often done coincide with breath work and are generally done while 
sitting. Mudras act to stimulate different parts of the body involved with breathing 
and to affect the flow of energy in the body and even one’s mood.


The specific hand gestures and positions act as “antennas” to guide energy flows 
and reflexes to the mind and body. By curling, crossing, stretching and touching 
the fingers and hands, we can manipulate the mind body connection as each 
area of the hand corresponds to a certain part of the mind or body. 


On a more spiritual level, practicing specific mudras is an outward representation 
of one’s inward intentions. There are many different mudras and it is said that 
meditating on a specific mudra will help manifest certain hopes, intentions, or 
energies into your life. Mudras are a way to noticeably see what we want to be 
and what we need most. When your hands come into a mudra, it allows a 
physical connection with an intangible desire to be moved into a literal 
manifestation.


The benefits of practicing mudras include greater mental clarity, peacefulness, 
positivity, and emotional assurance. Utilizing mudras can change your outlook on 
life, help up-level your potential and even keep to your goals.


Many students appreciate meditating with a mudra because it provides their 
practice with a specific direction and intention to focus upon, usually creating a 
greater experience and result.




The most popular mudras are simple and can be done while seated. It is 
always a good rule of “thumb” to wash the hands before any mudra. When 
facilitating a mudra, you want to apply a good amount a pressure however not 
to the point where it cuts off blood flow or whiten the fingertips.


Some mudras can also become part of everyday life and even applied on the 
go, such as in tense moments of sitting in traffic, waiting in a long line, or even 
under a desk while receiving a review at work.


One can also use palmistry to understand the energy of the hands and this will 
help you when choosing, facilitating, and explaining mudras.
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Mudras, con’t

Thumb: Ego/Will power/Logic 
Index: Jupiter/Prosperity/Expansion 
Middle: Saturn/Leadership/Karma 

Ring: Sun/Vitality/Life force 
Pinkie: Mercury/Communication 

Outer edges of palms: Moon/Emotions 
Inner edges of palms: Venus/Love/Fertility 
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Speak It Out: Mantras

A mantra is a word, sound, or phrase that is chanted (typically in a repetitive 
rhythm) to elevate or coincide with a meditation.


In Sanskirt, it is known as a “tool of thought” and believed to have spiritual and 
psychological power.  It is often used along with a meditation and mudra to harness 
energy and focus the mind.


“Man” means mind and “tra” means vehicle.  It’s essentially an instrument to get 
you to another state of being.


Chanting a mantra indicates creating a container for an intended experience or 
encouraging the mind to enter a meditative state. The practice also invites the 
individual to go within and connect with their own source and inner guidance.  By 
chanting, you are expelling a new frequency and changing your vibrational state.


Instead of it being a physical posture, it’s a mental one.


Exercise: Take a few deep breaths and then sit in silence for 30 seconds. 
Now do this again, however chant an elongated “OM” first and then sit.  
How was it different? 

Each mantra has it’s own sound and vibration, so when you chant it, you begin to 
take on the wave length of the mantra.  It can even have healing effects, such as 
penetrating the cells of the body and recalibrating them with more vitality, love, and 
strength.


Chanting opens up the heart, stills the mind and calms the nervous system, and 
often curates a sense of flow and ease.  It is very beneficial in keeping one attuned 
with their consciousness, stimulates the chakras, and provides a cleansing and 
uplifting effect. Studies have shown it to improve memory and dispel negative 
patterns. It is also a platform to keep one’s connection with the Divine open.


Mantra is helpful for those new to meditation to help quiet the mind and direct the 
breath. By having a specific focus, it is harder to let thoughts run wild or take you 
out of the experience.
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More Than Words

A mantra can be a personalized sound, a prayer, an 
affirmation or “I am” statement, a line from scripture, ancient 
language, or sanskirt.


It does not have to be chanted and is also just as effective 
when practiced silently.


Ways to use mantras: 

 Open up a class and set the intention 

 Beginning or ending a client coaching session  

 Coincide with a mudra 
 Use with mala beads 

 Praying with a rosary 

 Bless food before eating 

 Express an “I am” statement in the mirror every morning 
and before bed 

 To close and seal your class or practice 

 Before giving a talk or presenting 

 Written exercise 
 As confidence boost and reminder you are enough 
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Using the Meditation Directory, pull your favorites to create your go-to list of 
exercises you would use to create your own class. 

Breath techniques

Exercises to Prepare 
the Body

Moving Meditation

Mudras

Mantras
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Take note:

“As I learn more about meditation and the 
breath, my life becomes an extension of such. 

Everything I do becomes more intentional and 
more mindful. I am a walking life force”

I adore you!
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